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Left: Terpene analysis of 5
different hops cultivars from the
US using HS-GC-MS. 
Right: Comparison of measured
spectra of d-limonene and a-
pinene from literature to those
from the high-resolution device at
Leibnitz.
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INTRODUCTION

PROCESS

Many plants are valued based on the assumption that variations in genetics, growing region,
climatic conditions, nutrients, storage practices, etc will correspond to variations in flavor,
psychomimetic effects, medicincal properties, and other factors that determine market value.
Quantitative evaluation of product quality is difficult due to the monetary and temporal costs of
traditional chromatography/mass spectrometry based assays, as well as a general lack of
understanding of significant chemical markers.

1. Quantification of organic components
using traditional chromatography and mass spec in samples that vary by region,
genetics, growing conditions, storage, etc., each as sub-groups.

2. Identify distinctive compound groups

3. Classification Algorithm 

Conclusions

Example: Cannabis and the DiscOmic System
-A set of n=970 samples were analyzed in the US cannabis market for 23 terpenes
by HS-GC-MS -Unsupervised PCA algorithm used to construct Self Organizing
Maps and identify 1) compounds which are distinctive markers and 2) compounds
which correlate with each other due to some underlying Biosynthesis Pathway

Terpene Biosynthesis Pathway
This enzymatic biosynthetic scheme supports and

indepdently verifies the classification scheme
patterns found in the Self-Organizing Maps

IMS Data (Experimental)
Measurements performed by A. Kirk

IMS Data (Literature)
From publication: Borsdorf, H., J. A. Stone, and G.

A. Eiceman. "Gas phase studies on terpenes by ion
mobility spectrometry using different atmospheric

pressure chemical ionization techniques." International
Journal of Mass Spectrometry 246.1-3 (2005): 19-28.

DiscOmic Cannabis
Labels

This system is used in the US to
label and organize cannabis

chemometrically using GCMS
analysis to generate the label. IMS
can be used to replace GCMS and
make a real-time identification in

the field to verify classification and
identify possible fraud. The color of
each circular layer corresponds to a

cluster assignment, and the radii
correspond to normalized

concentration value. 

- K-Means clustering is used to determine how the samples are grouped along
compound axes and assign samples to the correct sub-groups
- Results fit with previously known synthesis pathways
- Chemical profiles are translated into a visual representation showing cluster
assignments and normalized concentration values to facilitate interpretation.
- Further supervised learning is employed to assign unknown samples to a sub-
group and verify claims of origin, as well as maintain consistency in multi-origin
combination products.

- IMS with UV ionization to reduce NOx interferences
- Quantiative or semi-quantitative measurements are processed through the
database and neural network for classification
- Goal is to eliminate the need for GC separation
- D-Limonene and alpha-Pinene were measured in pure form, and spiked in a
psyllium blank matrix
- Several different cultivars of hops were tested to observe spectral differences
- Curent model achieves higher resolution than previous measurement of terpenes

- Initial results look promising for eventual cultivar differentiation
- Single peaks observed in Borsdorf, et al are here observed as multiple peaks
- It is possible that the extra peaks represent dimers and isotopic rearrangements of
charged species created when the terpenes ionize
- Further experimentation is needed to measure terpenes that are more prevalent in
hops, such as beta-myrcene and humulene
- Storage conditions of samples must be highly controlled, as lower boiling-point
volatiles will evaporate at a quicker rate and change the measured profile over time
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